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Welcome to the July BIALL newsletter. I would first like to take this opportunity to thank
the Conference Committee and everyone involved in the BIALL Conference in
Manchester for yet again pulling off a fantastic event. As I am sure all of those who
attended will agree, the quality of speakers and overall experience was excellent.
For those of you who were unable to attend, our bursary winners reports will fill you in
on all the details.
Following from the AGM we have changes in personnel both in BIALL Council and in
many of the committees. We would like to say a big thank you to those who have
stepped down and a warm welcome to those new recruits. In particular we would like
to welcome our new President Anneli Sarkanen, who provides an introduction in her
first President’s Column.
Our Committee in the Spotlight for this issue are the Awards and Bursaries Committee
and you can learn about the work they do throughout the year in their column.
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Finally I would like to thank our generous sponsors for this issue Infotrack. You can
read all about the services that they offer in their sponsors column.
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I think all that is left to say is enjoy the issue, enjoy the summer and of course enjoy
your new BIALL website!
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We also have a fascinating Day in the Life article from Anthony Fairclough of Matrix
Chambers and Mercedes Malloy of Pinsent Masons is put ‘On the Spot’.
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President’s Column
Wow, how did I find myself here?!
I have to say, echoing Sandra Smythe's comments in her opening speech in
Manchester and in her first column a year ago, if you had told me that I'd be one day
writing the Presidential column in the BIALL Newsletter, acting as custodian of the
BIALL gavel, and anticipating giving the opening speech at a BIALL annual conference
the following year, I would not have believed you. But now, after a year in the role of
President Elect - which has been a lot busier than I expected - I stand into the role of
President and wish to extend my gratitude to those who did believe it possible.
As I come to writing this first column as President with the 2017 Conference fresh in
my memory, it feels only right to first offer my report. There is an odd ‘time travel’
element when it comes to these columns as I write this a month in advance, so whilst
the first Council meeting of the BIALL year will have taken place by the time you are
reading this, and I will have travelled to Austin, Texas to attend the American
Association of Law Libraries Conference, you will have to wait until the next newsletter
to hear more about these adventures.
Anneli Sarkenen

So let me take you back to June, when so many of us gathered (perhaps after a few
wrong turns when navigating the hotel!) in the Principal Manchester for the 48th
Annual Conference and Exhibition. On approaching the hotel, I could not help but be
impressed by its grandeur and elegance, and felt amazed we are able to have our
Conference in such a stunning venue. I had also been pleased to learn my own firm
has a connection to the building; Theodore Waterhouse was one of the founding
partners of my firm Fieldfisher and it was his architect brother Alfred who designed the
first phase of the building and his son who designed the second part. (On a side note
for those interested, their other sibling was the accountant of PriceWaterhouseCoopers
fame).
The Principal Manchester is by far the most spectacular hotel I've ever stayed in, let
alone for a conference, and I've been recommending it to everyone I've seen since,
with a special nod to the tuck boxes in our rooms. I'd like to offer my personal thanks
to Sovereign and the Conference Committee for organising such an enjoyable
conference, and to the staff at the Principal for being so welcoming.
I have many highlights from our time in Manchester so I couldn't possibly bore you with
them all, but here are just a few: having recently been involved in looking at the
corporate history of my own firm and discovering some old treasures we had in archive,
Michael Maher and Alice Tyson's presentation on the Law Society Archive was most
enjoyable. We may not be considering the digitisation project they have decided to
undertake but the presentation gave me food for thought on continuing any further
research into our history using the Law Society's collection. I was also pleased to see
how well BIALL’s new law firm library survey was received by the audience.
For a Saturday morning session, there is certainly potential to be presenting to a few
people with sore heads and tired minds but Janet Scoones picked out and informed us
of some thoroughly interesting statistics from the survey that kept us all very much
engaged. We look forward to taking the survey forward, publishing the second one for
respondents to complete in 2018 and thank the Working Group for all they have done
in publishing the inaugural survey.
Of course, how could I not include a mention of our keynote speaker David Allen Green
delivering the Willi Steiner Memorial Lecture? You can't go wrong if you begin your
presentation by praising the work of librarians and importance of libraries, and the
remainder of David Allen Green’s discussion concerning informing the debate on Brexit
certainly didn’t disappoint. As a profession, we will be called upon by those we work for
to provide timely and accurate information as we move into uncertain times.
David commented that he enjoyed the uncertainty brought by the Referendum; whilst
I'm not quite there yet, David has made me slightly more optimistic about it all.
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President’s Column - continued
One week after the AGM at Conference is when the official handover between
President and President Elect takes place, marking the beginning and end of our BIALL
year. It is with this 'end' that we say a huge thank you to those who have reached the
end of their tenure in certain BIALL roles. Thanks firstly to Karen Palmer who did so
much in her role as Immediate Past President, not only as chair of the Nominations
committee but also with her work on the BIALL DMS. I'm going to miss her experience
and humour, but perhaps not the hypotheticals she liked to pose regarding BIALL
regulations! To Lillian Stevenson who steps down as Honorary Secretary, a debt of
thanks for keeping us on the straight and narrow. Also to Council members Tim Barlow,
Alden Bowers, John Sinkins and David Percik: thank you for all the advice, opinion and
wisdom you've provided. David doesn't escape so easily as we welcome him into the
role of Honorary Secretary. Sandra Smythe, ending her hard-to-follow term as
President, also doesn't quite ‘get away’ just yet with her moving into the role of
Immediate Past President. She will soon be calling out for anyone who wants to
volunteer for BIALL and, from her involvement in the 50th Anniversary Working Group,
possibly spending more time in the BIALL Archives than she might have thought!
Thank you Sandra for creating a tough act to follow, and also keeping an eye on things
as I escaped immediately on holiday at the start of the BIALL year. We now also
welcome back Dunstan Speight, who had just a year's break after his chairing
of the Legal Information Management Editorial Board, to take hold of
the reins of President Elect, and three new members on
Council: Jas Breslin, Lisa Davies and Sheena
Nathwani. I'm going to really enjoy working
with you all, and I hope you will have
taken it easy on me when
chairing my first Council meeting!
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to share legal research knowledge. I was so very
pleased with what we achieved with the wiki and I'm not
sure I will ever be able to step away from it - even though
it is something that the PR Committee do a very good job
updating without me! At Fieldfisher, I'm part of a team that
has grown over the years and there are now eight of us
across the London, Manchester and Birmingham offices. I am
an embedded Information Officer, sitting with the Dispute
Resolution team (and next to our extremely knowledgeable court
clerk) and also support the Employment and Pensions team.

President’s Column - continued
At the time of writing we are in the midst of launching the new BIALL website so by the
time you read this I’m sure you will have had a chance to explore it - and find some
interesting facts about the Council members and Officers. The new website coincided
with BIALL moving its documents to a DMS so this has involved a large amount of work
from Karen Palmer and Jon Beaumont, who have created a folder taxonomy for the
many BIALL documents we have. The new website will take some getting used to but I
hope you’ll agree it was a worthwhile move!
So what is next? You’ll be hearing from me in each Newsletter in this column, and
you’ll also be hearing from me through any other announcements about what BIALL is
doing. But this isn’t a one way conversation, so if there is anything you’d like to get in
touch with me about, do drop me an email and I will endeavour to work out how to
resolve whatever issue it may be.
Anneli Sarkanen
BIALL President

BIALL Honorary Secretary’s report
Hello everyone! At the time of writing, I have been the new BIALL secretary for less
than a week and I was not able to attend the conference in Manchester, so I have very
little to report. For those who don’t know me, I am currently working at Clyde & Co LLP
after various stints in academic libraries and professional associations – about as
varied a career as is possible while remaining a law librarian and living in London since
qualifying. I have been involved with BIALL for over ten years now and I am looking
forward to my new role in the association.
By the time you read this there will have been a meeting of the new BIALL Council at
IALS on Tuesday 4 July. At this meeting all the memberships of the various committees
will have been approved – please go to the BIALL website for the full details.
David Percik
Honorary Secretary

David Percik
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Council Officers & Members
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President
Anneli Sarkanen
Fieldfisher
Riverbank House
2 Swan Lane
London
EC4R 3TT
president@biall.org.uk

Council Member
Council Member
Jon Beaumont
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9 Appold Street
London
EC2A 2AP
jon.beaumont@shearman.com

President Elect
President Elect
Dunstan Speight
The Honourable Society of Lincoln’s Inn
Lincoln’s Inn
London
WC2A 3TN
Dunstan.Speight@lincolnsinn.org.uk

Council Member
Jas Breslin
Charles Russell Speechlys LLP
5 Fleet Place
London
EC4M 7RD
Jas.Breslin@crsblaw.com

Immediate Past President
Sandra Smythe
Mishcon de Reya Solicitors
Summit House
12 Red Lion Square
London
WC1R 4QD
Sandra.Smythe@Mishcon.com

Council Member
Lisa Davies
Institute of Advanced Legal Studies
17 Russell Square
London
WC1B 5DR
lisa.davies@sas.ac.uk

Honorary Treasurer
Jackie Hanes
University Library,
University of Leicester,
Leicester,
LE1 7RH
finance@biall.org.uk

Council Member
Sheena Nathwani
Wolters Kluwer Legal & Regulatory,
US Citi Building,
41st Floor 25 Canada Square,
London
E14 5LQ
sheena.nathwani@kluwerlaw.com

Honorary Secretary
David Percik
The St Botolph Building
138 Houndsditch
London
EC3A 7AR
David.Percik@clydeco.com

Council Member
Renate Ní Uigín
Librarian
King’s Inns Library
Dublin
Renate.NiUigin@kingsinns.ie

News
New BIALL Website
Tuesday 27 June saw the exciting launch of the new and improved BIALL website.
Anthony Fairclough tells us about a day in his life as Head of Legal Support Service at
Matrix ChambersIt has a modern new look complete with our new BIALL logo. The Web
Committee is asking every member for their assistance in browsing the site with a fresh
pair of eyes.
There will certainly be content which has gone astray, no longer fits the new design or,
with the fresh scrutiny of renewed attention, needs updating. When you spot something,
or have a suggestion, please drop a note to Daniel Bates at db298@cam.ac.uk, and the
Web Committee will leap into action.

BIALL Quiz
17 April saw the return to the Penderel's Oak in Holborn, London of the popular BIALL
pub quiz in aid of Cogwheel Trust International and BIALL's Wallace Breem fund. As the
event was postponed from the usual March date, some regular attendees missed out
due to resulting calendar clashes. Sorry!
With 17 teams and just over 100 quizzers, the atmosphere was fantastic. John Evans
was, as always, a genial and generous quizmaster. It was unfortunate that the pub's
microphone didn't work, meaning John's voice took a bit of a battering over the course of
the evening. Further technical hitches, namely the PA failing, resulted in a shortened
music round. The kind offer of the bar staff to sing the remaining clues was declined with
artful grace.
The winning team for the second year running were Knowledge Mis-management, who
won £90 worth of Amazon vouchers. A formidable force, they collected them like Luke
Skywalker et al. getting their gongs at the end of Star Wars. Fortunately no one gave a
Wookie growl, although the Librarian of Lincoln’s Inn did look like he was warming up for
one. Close on their heels came first time BIALL quizzers COMPLINOT, no doubt chuffed
with their debut performance, and third place went to the wonderfully named E=MC
Hammer. The shame of the Wooden Spoon went to Legal Quizzle.
The raffle made over £200 for the charities, and it was heartening to see the good
sportsmanship of those getting lucky a second time declining their prize and giving
someone else a chance. Many thanks to all those involved in the organisation of the quiz,
and to the quiz sponsors Wildy's and prize sponsors Legalinx-7side for their continued
generous support. Thanks also to the quizzers, veterans and novices both. With your help
we raised around £900 from the quiz, which is fantastic. We'll do it again next year!
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Committee in the Spotlight
Awards and Bursaries Committee
The focus of the Awards and Bursaries Committee is the administration of any awards
and bursaries on behalf of BIALL. This involves advertising what is available to
members, collating any nominations and working with adjudication panels to find
successful nominees. We are constantly witness to the great work that law librarians are
doing all across Britain and Ireland and being able to offer reward wherever we can
tends to be very gratifying!

Katrina Lancaster

ABC is currently made up of members from all over the UK and Ireland. We were lucky
enough to have one meeting in London over the last 12 months, but apart from that we
are all testing our remote working and collaboration skills with lots of emails and
conference calls. My first year and conference as Chair is now complete and it is with
thanks to the entire committee and the other BIALL Committees that everything has
happened. We rely on the PR and Web committees to help advertise for applications
and celebrate any winners. The Conference Committee are essential for getting our
bursary winners to the conference and ensuring that the awards nights always go as
planned. We also work with the PD committee to help award bursaries to attend various
BIALL run courses throughout the year.
The annual conferences are a major highlight for the Awards and Bursaries Committee
and a focus point for a lot of our work throughout the year. There is often a bit of a mad
rush in the lead up to conference when members of our committee are trying to pull
everything together. One of the most time consuming and difficult decisions each year is
assigning the bursaries to attend the Annual BIALL Conference. We are lucky enough as
an organisation to be able to provide this bursary to so many people each year.
We also look after the annual awards and for those who missed it, here is a list of the
winners for 2017:
l BIALL Life Membership: David Wills Wildy
l BIALL Law Librarian of the Year: Margaret Clay
BIALL Legal Journals Award: Family Law, published by LexisNexis
BIALL Supplier of the Year Award: CRO Info LexisLibrary
l Award Commercial sector: Pinsent Masons LLP LexisLibrary
l Award for the Non-Commercial sector: Law Society of England & Wales

BIALL Life Membership awarded to David Wills
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BIALL Law Librarian of the Year Margaret Clay

Committee in the Spotlight - continued

Legal Journals Award goes to Family Law

Supplier of the Year awarded to CO Info

I would like to send a thank you to Ross Connell who is stepping down from the
Committee after a huge contribution over the last few years. Despite the time and
commitment that it takes to be involved in a committee, it is always worth it when you
can see how people can be assisted. It is particularly lovely to be able to provide other
professionals with opportunities that they may not have had if it weren’t for the
generosity of the association.
Finally, I know we say this in every newsletter, but there are a lot of opportunities for
members to benefit from bursaries - so get the most out of your membership and take
a look at what there is on offer!
Katrina Lancaster
Chair
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News from Standing Committees
Legal Information Management
Our last meeting took place on 5 April 2017 and our next meeting is scheduled for
November 2017.
Dunstan Speight and Ruth Bird have stepped down from the committee and I would
like to thank them both for all their hard work over the years.
Renae Satterley from Middle Temple Library has kindly agreed to join us.

The current list of themes for future issues of LIM is as follows:
17(2) Summer 2017
The summer issue has been fully commissioned and some articles have already been
received, ahead of the deadline of end of March/early April. The theme is public
international law and focuses on the ‘Socio-Legal Sources and Methods in
International Law’ training day that was held at the Institute of Advanced Legal Studies
(IALS) in November 2016. There will appear a guest editorial piece written by David
Gee followed by four articles by Jeroen Vervliet (Peace Palace Library), Lesley Dingle
(Squire Law library), Hester Swift (IALS) and Ruth Frendo (International Law
Association). Beyond the theme, I am also expecting to publish the BIALL Commercial
Law Firm Survey and articles on knowledge management (KM), training at the Inns of
Court and possibly another two or three other articles on a range of subjects.
17(3) Autumn 2017
The autumn LIM will have some law firm-related articles (perhaps as part of a theme),
possibly including an article on KM and another specifically on legal project
management. Separately, I am also expecting to publish a piece on ‘Information
searching behaviours of young barristers in Ireland’. There are several other articles
that I am in the process of commissioning, one of which may concern the online
publication of court decisions in the EU. This brings me on to Brexit and the potential
impact for our profession and I am hoping to attract some interest to write on these
issues too.
17(4) Winter 2017
The winter issue will, as usual, feature a number of papers from the BIALL Conference
held in June 2017. Of particular interest will be the headliner, the Willi Steiner
Memorial Lecture, entitled ‘Informing the debate about Brexit’ given by David Allen
Green. LIM has published each of the previous lectures in this series and I expect to be
able to include this one too. Apart from conference papers the issue will also include
the results and report of the ‘BIALL/SLS Academic Law Libraries Survey for the year
2015/2016’.
18(1) Spring 2018
This is likely to include some papers from the CALL 2017 conference in Ottawa
attended by David Wills.
Other news is that LIM was nominated for the BIALL Legal Journals Award for which we
were very pleased and more good news was that our Editor – David Wills – was given
Life Membership of BIALL at this year’s BIALL Conference. Many congratulations to
David!
Loyita Worley
Chair
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News from Standing Committees - continued
PR and Promotions Committee
The committee last met in February and has had a busy time writing and distributing
press releases announcing the winners of the BIALL awards, using the new format
designed by Angela Wright of PR&P and tweeting during both the run up to the
Conference and at the Conference itself. The hashtag #BIALL2017 was actually
‘trending’ on Twitter at one point! In fact it’s been a successful few months for BIALL’s
social media presence: membership of the Facebook group increased by 15% in the
last two months, Twitter followers by 3.5% and LinkedIn by just under 1%.
Work on the design of a new exhibition stand featuring the new logo is still ongoing:
the design has been finalised in conjunction with Martin West, BIALL's preferred
designer, but following conversations with Sovereign, organisers of the BIALL
Conference, we are now looking at a completely different format - all will be revealed
soon!
Ian Hunter
Interim Chair

Supplier Liaison Group
The winner of the 2016 supplier survey was CRO Info. Congratulations to Mary Lovell
and the team for a well deserved win! Also congratulations to Dunstan Speight of
Lincoln's Inn Library and Caroline Covington of St. Philips Chambers who each received
prizes of £50 each for participating in this year’s supplier survey.
There were 77 responses in total; thanks to all who took the time to respond. The survey
results will be posted on the website for all members to review.
Three members of the committee were on site at the Manchester BIALL conference.
Thanks to Emma Manuell and Corryn Walker for helping to staff the BIALL stall along
with myself on the Friday morning. I must single out Emma for praise for covering the
early shift after what was a very late election night for some conference goers (mea
culpa). If you dropped by the BIALL stall then it was good to meet you!
Our next Committee meeting will take place at the University of Law's Moorgate campus
on Wednesday 26 July.
Neil Edward
Chair

Professional Development Committee
The Professional Development Committee is looking to launch a pilot mentoring
scheme for information professionals working with legal information in the
autumn/early winter of this year. If you would like to know more, or would be interested
in participating in the scheme as either mentor or mentoree, please contact the
committee chair Rob Turner, robert.turner@bristows.com, with the subject line
'mentoring'.
Rob Turner
Chair
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News from Standing Committees - continued
The new-look homepage

Web Committee
The period after the BIALL Conference
is always a very busy time for the Web
Committee, as we return home with a
thick pile of press releases about
awards from the Press & PR Committee,
as well as a commission to edit the site
to reflect the new executive and council
post holder and any AGM
documentation or other changes arising
from the conference.

Discover BIALL’s SIGs

This year is, however, a very different
magnitude of change. As I write this
report, Web Committee member and
part-time web developer Scott Vine is
pressing the final buttons to transfer
the BIALL website from the old Fat
Beehive server to our own hosting, and
a new Wordpress-based site. By the
time you read this in the newsletter I
am sure this transition will have been
seamlessly and smoothly completed
without a single hitch(!). We have tried
to give the new website a much more
modern feel, and hope you will find it
easy to use.
Our next meeting will be in July,
whenever we can manage to get as
many members together as possible.
Daniel Bates
Chair

BIALL bursaries on offer
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BIALL Groups
BIALL has a number of groups which exist to bring together members
who have a particular specialist interest or work in a particular area.
They are mostly Special Interest Groups (‘SIG’) with the exception of
the US network which is an informal group:
Academic Law Librarian Special Interest Group
The Academic SIG is open to all BIALL members working in an academic law library.
First established in 2008, the group exists largely online via the BI-ALLSIG Jiscmail
email list (approximately 70 registered users), but also meets annually at the BIALL
Conference at the Academic Forum. Recent topics of discussion on the email list
include PC, laptop and study space provision in law libraries and a query asking
whether or not offering Google training sessions sends mixed messages to students.
Terry Dooley became chair of the group after Ruth Bird stood down last year.
Jackie Hanes and Sue House administer the email list.
Irish Group
The BIALL Irish SIG currently has 87 members drawn from law firms, professional
bodies and academic institutions. The group meets three times a year with members
taking it in turn to host. This provides the opportunity to visit other libraries and explore
their collections and physical spaces. Occasionally, a supplier may also request an
opportunity to talk to the group and gather feedback regarding the development of
various products.The group also has a dedicated email list where members can ask
each other questions, share information and get advice.
Recently the group have provided feedback to the Law Reform Commission on the
issue of accessibility, consolidation and the online publication of legislation.
They are also bringing a focus group together to give feedback to the Court Service on
their website which they are looking to redesign later this year.
Knowledge Management
The KM group is the newest of BIALL’s SIGs and began initially as a working group.
The Group is aimed at providing a network for professionals working within, or
interested in, the legal KM sphere. The first meeting: “An evolving landscape: from
information gatekeeper to knowledge professional”, held in May 2016, was an
introduction to the group seeking views from attendees on its direction and hearing
from a variety of KM speakers. A number of case studies from the real world were
considered in the August meeting, followed by law firm intranets in November 2016.
The most recent event was on legal technology and AI in March 2017.The group has a
presence on LinkedIn.
Solos and small teams
The Solos and Small Teams SIG was initially established in 2002 and, after a recent
period of inactivity, would like to see if there is still need from the membership for such
a SIG. The group was formed to bring together those working as solo librarians or in
small teams in order to discuss issues unique to their positions and share experience.
The main convenors in the group wish to gain feedback from the those in small teams
or solo information professionals whether there is demand for the group to be
reinstated. There are also looking for volunteers to be part of the SIG's committee.
Please contact Vivian Grainge if you are interested.
US law firms network
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The US law firms network is an informal group to provide support to those information
professionals working in US firms or working with US information. Those working in US
firms have special concerns that affect them e.g. working across time zones, issues on
contracts negotiated in the US, or working with US specific databases. The networks
meets on an ad-hoc basis with meetings arranged by members on a voluntary basis.
The group is supported by a Yahoo mailing list.

Barry Vickery, General Manager of Corporate Services, Infotrack
It’s easy to see that technology has greatly and irreversibly changed the world we live
and work in, and the way in which we live. From how we order food deliveries, how we
rent movies, when and where we pay our bills and even the ways in which we
communicate with one another these fundamental changes to our daily lives are now
apparent, although most of these changed without us even realising these
monumental shifts were occurring.
Our expectations for the way in which we access information, how we analyse and
share information, and how we communicate our findings to others have also changed.
In a pivotal role in a law firm such as knowledge management, the quality and
accuracy of the information sourced is key. In our daily lives we have become
accustomed to quickly tapping into Google when we want to know the answer to
questions, as a source for news, to determine our location or locate amenities close
by. Having one location as a centre of truth is not something that is often questioned
by most, as we all understand the function of Google as an aggregate - a powerful
collection of algorithms that pulls together information from around the globe to satisfy
our queries- and a source that can provide assistance and help educate.
However, with so much information so readily accessible, we are becoming aware the
wider internet can also provide a trap whereby inaccurate or false information is
supplied. Fake news is rife in this day and age, and researchers are becoming
increasingly savvy and alert to the facts and sources of their information. It is common
that fee-earners often believe they can take shortcuts and source titbits of information
quickly themselves using whatever results Google turns up, although this is extremely
risky as the internet then becomes a minefield of fact and fiction. This is where
knowledge managers show their unarguable value and combine their knowledge with
powerful tools for information procurement, seeking out the most reliable information
from trusted providers.
With such tools available, understanding the ways in which clever technology can
assist and support professional roles is key to working more efficiently. When your
work involves the research, analysis and communication of information to your
stakeholders, the imperative point is accessing the most comprehensive, reliable and
accurate sources for the details you need, and there is a need for the aggregation of
data from dependable sources. Whilst it is clear that an exhaustive amount of
information can (or should) be obtained from a single source, the concept of accessing
a reliable centralised repository, is conducive to time and economic efficiencies.
In the case of knowledge management, having the ability to access central sources
make the collection of information much easier. Now instead of having to consult
multiple databases individually, providers such as InfoTrack incorporate all these
sources into a single platform, providing one location for comprehensive information
from a variety of reliable sources.
The changes in technology are overwhelmingly beneficial to those working in the legal
sector, especially knowledge managers. Managers of knowledge should embrace the
technology that offers the most comprehensive and reliable information, facilitate
efficient working practices, and give you back your time.
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UK Company Searches
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CALL/ACBD Conference 2017
Faye Cooke and Karen Crouch report back
on their experience of the CALL/ACBD
Conference in Ottawa, 7-10 May
Faye Cooke, Librarian at Turcan Connell
Rain, and lots of it. This was my first impression of
Canada when I landed on 5 May for the 2017 annual
CALL/ACBD conference. Events were to run from
Saturday until Wednesday – they don’t do things by
halves – and by the time I was homeward bound,
levels on the historically high Ottawa River had
peaked.
Faye Cooke

Célébrer notre histoire, créer notre avenir

Celebrating our history

This year marks Canada’s 150th birthday, and, as a Scottish law librarian from south of
the border, I was keen to learn more about the nation’s discourse on sovereignties, old
and new. Gatineau, Quebec, is located on the northern bank of the river, immediately
across from Ottawa, Ontario. Just a short walk over the Pont du Portage, the provincial
disparities are striking and serve as a reminder of the Quiet Revolution which still
simmers on.
Nationhood was a theme covered by Charlotte Gray, author, and Marc Mayrand, former
chief electoral officer, in their respective plenary talks. Gray, a Sheffield-born scholar of
Canadian history provided delegates with insights into key political and legal figures,
including: Luce Cuvillier, one of the Mothers of Confederation; Tommy Douglas, founder
of Medicare; and Bertha Wilson, the first woman appointed to the Supreme Court of
Canada.
Educational sessions dealt with topics ranging from strategic planning to the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission; from Wikipedia to judicial archives; from legislative drafting
to libraries as creators. One even involved a ‘fishbowl’, a conversation involving several
chairs arranged in a circle, leaving one chair empty at all times for any member of the
audience to join.
Double Desserts
The fishbowl session offered insights into the similarities and
differences between professionals, workplaces, sectors and
continents. The practical tips came thick and fast, with the overall
message being “make it so they can’t ignore you”: invite yourself to
meetings, attend every social event, and if you were responsible for
designing that service or writing that report, let it be known. I was
inspired to take up a chair, not knowing that my cursory introduction
(“...and I’ve come from Edinburgh in Scotland”) would foster cheers of
welcome and a round of applause. Gosh, I thought, you wouldn’t get
that response in the UK.

Night at the museum
The conference committee and sponsors excelled themselves with
the social events on offer. The easy-going outlook was apparent from
the start and I felt if I spoke to anyone we would find common ground
and interests. Our closing reception at the Museum of History, in
Quebec, was the perfect end to a fantastic week, with spectacular
views of the city and Parliament Hill.
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Many thanks to all at BIALL who made my attendance possible, and to
new CALLeagues who welcomed and enlightened me. It is with fond
memories that I’ll remember spring 2017, and Ottawan tulips in
bloom.

CALL/ACBD Conference 2017 - continued
Karen Crouch, Library Services & Academic Liaison Manager,
London, The University of Law
I am very grateful to BIALL for a bursary that enabled me to attend the Canadian
Association of Law Librarians’ Conference. The social events were glittering – literally
sparkling and glittering in the case of the reception in the Earth Gallery of the
Canadian Museum of Nature. Truly breath-taking rocks and minerals were on display in
beautiful surroundings. As for the conference, every single session I attended was
interesting and everyone was friendly and welcoming. Here are just a few highlights:

User Engagement

Karen Crouch

Channarong Intahchomphoo demonstrated how library emojis have been used at
University of Ottawa – the emoji’s can be seen here and are well worth a look
(https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B6gowNmSNHIjalJOUHNhOXZUMXM)

Electoral Democracy
Marc Mayrand, former Chief Electoral
Officer of Elections Canada outlined
the challenge of ensuring elections are
free, fair and genuine. M. Mayrand
explored how the fairness of elections
can be benchmarked, a difficult task
given the variations in electoral
systems and monitoring methods.

Demystifying Legislation
There was a fascinating presentation
about legislative drafting in Canada.
Aleksander Hynna, Legal Counsel at
Justice Canada described a “codrafting” approach where the French
and English text are drafted at the
same time. Helen Gordon, Director of
Legislation Services at the House of
Commons described how they draft
private bills and amendments before
translating the text. In both cases,
there is a need ensure that both
versions have the same legislative
effect – and be both bilingual and
bijural.

The final word
Geoff Regan MP spoke about his role
as Speaker of the House of Commons.
He told us of the visit to Canada by a
speaker of the Indian Parliament.
When the Indian Speaker was asked
how he manages to control over 500
members of Parliament, he responded
“I don’t: I control myself”.
The Canadian Museum of History, Quebec
Photo: Jessica Symons https://twitter.com/JessicaC_Symons/status/862098567544045568
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Excellent advice.

Bursary Winner’s Reports
Every year, BIALL awards a number of bursaries to enable members to attend the conference.
Some of this year’s winners have reported back from Dublin to let us know what they thought.
If you are interested in finding out more about the bursaries that BIALL offers, please visit the
Awards and Bursaries Committee page on the website.

Contributors:

Katie Cox
Clare Eacott
Karl Fairhurst

Kathryn Devine
Mark Leonard

So you’ve negotiated
land, sea or air to get to
Manchester. What was
your overall experience
of the conference, your
accommodation and the
city during your stay?
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Katie Cox - The ten
minute walk from
Manchester
Piccadilly train
station to the
Conference venue gave me a taste of the diversity and vibrancy of the City of
Manchester, passing Chinatown, Manchester University buildings and ending up at the
beautiful and imposing Principal hotel. As this was my first trip to Manchester, as well
as my first attendance at a BIALL
Conference, Friday evening allowed me
a very welcome slot to take a brisk walk
to the Central Library, the Town Hall,
explore the canals and the University
area. This walk came after an actionpacked two days of networking, chatting
and learning in a friendly and
supportive environment.

Bursary Winner’s Reports - continued
Kathryn Devine - I was incredibly excited to be awarded a bursary. I was nervous about
meeting so many new, very experienced people and chairing a session, but I need not
have been. Everyone I met was incredibly friendly and willing to share experiences and
tips. The New Professionals Forum on Thursday afternoon was an excellent opportunity
to meet others just starting in their careers in Law librarianship and I would
recommend this to anyone new to the profession
who comes to conference. The hotel is a
breathtakingly beautiful building and I felt so lucky
when I arrived that this was to be my “home” for
the next few days. I had not visited Manchester for
many years and was impressed by what a friendly,
vibrant city it is. I have taken away happy
memories, lots of useful information and some
great contacts. This was my first BIALL – it
definitely will not be my last.
Mark Leonard - I only had to contend with the land
on my journey to the conference, but since my
travels were on British trains they were
troublesome enough! The conference was worth
every effort though, and Manchester is always a
fabulous place to be, even when you aren’t fortunate enough to be staying in the
Principal, by far the finest hotel I’ve ever stayed in. I was doubly fortunate to be greeted
by welcoming and enthusiastic law librarians from around the world. The conference is
a rare opportunity to meet so many peers from all stages of their careers, to learn and
to connect with people who also became friends, and I consider myself privileged to
have attended.

If you’re an early bird,
you may have attended
the pre-conference
seminar. How was this?
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Clare Eacott - I did go to the preconference seminar on gathering
feedback. I now have some good
ideas not only for getting feedback
from our students and staff, but
also for analysing and presenting
the results. The activities both were
fun, as well as being good practice.

Bursary Winner’s Reports - continued
What were the
highlights of the
plenary sessions you
attended?
What have you taken
away from these?

Karl Fairhurst - All of the plenary sessions were great and as a new professional,
I clung to every word and pearl of wisdom on offer. There were, however, two sessions
that stood out for me. The Copyright Questions Answered panel session was fantastic;
I never knew I could feel so enthused about copyright. This new-found passion was
fuelled really by guest
speaker Naomi Korn
who was a tour de
force of energy,
knowledge and insight, lending her 17 years of experience and zeal for all things
copyright to the session. I was particularly taken by the final plenary session of the
conference, Hidden Treasures: Digitising the Law Society’s Corporate Archive. As well
as a rundown of
the issues and
practicalities of
digitising, Alice
and Michael Mayer recounted fascinating histories of the people who filled the pages
of the volumes they keep. It is easy to forget sometimes the extraordinary content of
the collections we work
with.

Clare Eacott - David
Allen Green’s keynote on “Informing the debate about Brexit” was fascinating. The legal
structure of the UK and the EU are so intertwined that separating the two will be incredibly
complex, and there’s not a lot of information coming from the UK government. The Law
Firm Survey, while not directly relevant to me as I’m
academic, was useful as an overview of what goes on
in law firms – one particularly noteworthy point I
discovered was that my students’ favourite database
doesn’t feature in the law firms’ top three…! I will
definitely be putting the training tips I acquired in the
parallel sessions into practice, to encourage students
to try alternatives! The talk by Michael Maher and
Alice Tyson of the Law Society, on digitising their
Archive, included some amazing stories of individual solicitors as well as an overview of
the process of setting up a digitisation project of such magnitude. It made a lovely end to
the conference.
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Bursary Winner’s Reports - continued
What were the
highlights in the
parallel sessions you
attended and why did
these prove useful?

Katie Cox - My highlights were Erin Bloxsidge and Alison Skoyles’s session on OSCOLA
teaching, which gave me some food for thought regards engagement and participation
of students in our own OSCOLA workshops. Kendyl Clarke’s session on Insights
Discovery was fascinating if not a little frightening! I have already reflected upon Corryn
Walker’s engaging session on MMU Library’s welcome campaign and as a team we are
already considering ways in which we can promote our Library service differently as a
result of her experiences.
Mark Leonard The variety of talks
available as parallel
sessions gave me
trouble in deciding what to attend, with the consistent quality of sessions standing for
me. There were many technical and operational techniques to learn about, with the
interactive teaching possibilities opened up by
Mentimeter being both exciting and very well
demonstrated by Erin Bloxsidge and Alison
Skoyles. From a personal position the insights into
my personality and working patterns offered by
Kendyl Clarke’s aptly named Insights session were
eye opening. I will use what I learned in the
session in both my working and my personal life.
Kathryn Devine - I am always looking for ways to
enhance my teaching, so the parallels on using Mentimeter for teaching OSCOLA, and
Kahoot in student induction were particular highlights. I also very much enjoyed
chairing the latter session. Likewise, the lightning talks on information literacy and
embedding academic skills in Law courses were very insightful.

What about the
exhibition and product
demonstrations?
A chance for some
serious networking or a
quick catch-up with
vendors? And did you
get your hands on any
of the prizes on offer?

Katie Cox - Breaks and lunch were a great opportunity to visit the exhibition, compare
notes with other delegates on the sessions we had attended and discuss how much we
all jumped out of our skins at the end of the lightning talks even though we knew it
was coming! I am pleased to say that Barrister Bear has taken pride of place in the
UWE Bristol Library office, courtesy of my winning colleague.
Clare Eacott - The exhibition and breaks were a lovely opportunity to meet other law
librarians as well as vendors. From the Hein product demonstration I was able to
collect information to pass on to my colleagues supporting History and Animal Welfare.
I didn’t win any of the prizes from
the exhibition, but I do now have a
very nice silver teddy bear keyring
from Justis!
Karl Fairhurst - The idea of using
‘passports’ to collect country flags
from each of the exhibition stands
to win a prize was a great one that
allowed us to travel around the
stands with an ice-breaker in hand.
It was really interesting to see all
the different products and services
on offer and think about how that
they would work in my firm. The
breaks between sessions allowed
me to get to know the sales reps
and my fellow librarians.
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Bursary Winner’s Reports - continued
And let’s not forget the
evening events, let us
know what you enjoyed
most. Were you a
dancing diva after the
Annual Dinner?
Please tell all…

Kathryn Devine - The social events were great fun and as a first-time visitor it was
fantastic how friendly and welcoming everyone was. The pub grub and games night
was a perfect end to the first day, plus I scored my first-ever bullseye at darts, a feat
probably never to be repeated. I stayed safely away from Jenga though! The Annual
Dinner was a lovely conclusion to two very packed days.
Karl Fairhurst - The annual dinner was fantastic and it was a pleasure to cheer and
applaud those that won awards on the night. As well as the great contacts I have
made and the many things I have learned over the three days, I will also be taking
away with me the knowledge that law
librarians can boogie on down and pull
some shapes on the dancefloor.
Stereotypes well and truly smashed.
Mark Leonard - I am a very poor dancer so I did not inflict that terrible sight on
anyone, but thankfully the evenings offered more ways than one in which to have fun.
The President’s Reception and Dinner was also good fun with delicious food and I had
the pleasure of sitting beside Margaret Clay of Inner Temple Library who deservedly
won the BIALL/Wildy Law Librarian of the Year.
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On the Spot
Mercedes Malloy, Library Assistant at Pinsent Masons is put On the Spot
Q What’s the funniest thing ever said to you by a library user?
(When working in public libraries) 'I am looking for a book. I know it has a red cover.
Do you know what it is?' I'm good but not that good.
Q Where in the world would be your favourite place to read the Newsletter?
In a sunny country pub garden with a G'n'T.
Q You’re allowed to hire anyone, past or present, as a new member of staff. Who
gets the job, and why?
I would hire Marie Kondo as she is the queen of tidy and I need all the help I can get.
Q If you could choose the location for the next BIALL conference (within the UK,
Ireland or Channel Islands) where would it be and why?
Cornwall so we could have clotted cream ice cream between every talk on the beach.
Q What is your favourite app on your smartphone?
I love my fitbit app. It is handy when you work in an office and sometimes realise you
haven't moved for 3 hours to get a reminder to get moving. The competition with
friends is fun too.
Q Which character from a children’s book do you wish was real?
Hagrid from Harry Potter. I think he would give the best hugs and he has fun pets.
Q Have you ever been in a lift with someone famous?
I am oblivious so perhaps I have. If I have I wouldn't have spoken to them anyway
because it's illegal to talk in lifts in England.
Q If you could invent one thing, what would it be?
I would invent high heels that don’t hurt your feet. First world problems indeed.
Q If your house was on fire, which item would you save and why?
My childhood diaries. They make for an amusing read and remind me how daft I am.

Mercedes at The Giant’s
Causeway
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Q What’s one of the scariest things you’ve ever done?
I did a Skydive a few years ago. I wouldn't do it
again but it was cool to tick it off the bucket list.
Unfortunately it didn’t conquer my
fear of heights.

Day in the Life
Anthony Fairclough tells us about a day in his life as
Head of Legal Support Service at Matrix Chambers
There are two points in the year when sunrise coincides with my train running through
Vauxhall into Waterloo, and I enjoy the dull glow of the sky over train tracks. I drag
myself onto either the 341 or 521 bus over Waterloo Bridge and then hide in New
Fetter Lane Pret or High Holborn Costa until I feel more human. I’m usually
accompanied by a backlog of books and magazines. I then set out for Griffin Building,
Matrix’s offices in the corner of Gray’s Inn, an old police station at the junction of
Gray’s Inn and Theobalds Roads.

Anthony Fairclough

My working day usually begins at around 7.30am (I always cover the early shift) with a
look over the overnight emails, quickly filtering out the pre-court rush for materials or
support, legal or moral. The rest of the team arrive from around 8.30-9am depending
on their shifts and we clear out our team inbox and set up for the day.

Frustrations and opportunities
In LexisNexis’ recent think-piece, Lawyers and Robots, it’s suggested that
“understanding the art of the possible with emerging technologies is vital” for
Millennial lawyers, as is “nurturing a curiosity in the new”. I like to think that a curiosity
must be combined with understanding of the art of the possible, with whatever
resources to hand, to succeed in legal research.
Once/if the early morning rush is out of the way, I begin with a browse through three
things: the reports and stats section of the PoliticsHome daily email alert, The Brief
from The Times and the new content alerts from our current awareness intranet.
Matrix’s Legal Support Service (LSS) create 18 different current awareness briefings a
day (from about 100 sources), covering our main areas of practice, as well as briefings
specifically on legal aid and cases/news with Matrix involvement. Some of our
members love our current awareness, some are less fussed, but keeping on top of the
latest developments also informs our research and our project work.
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Day in the Life - continued
Best laid plans
Depending on which of the team is scheduled to deal with queries on a particular day,
I’ll often be involved in discussions about the best way to handle the queries as they
come in. Over my 12 years at Matrix we’ve seen a six-fold increase in the number of
queries, and in the last few years a doubling of the amount of time spent on what we
call “research requests” – more substantive legal research, possibly Rumsfeldian
“known unknowns”, where the end point isn’t quite known as you set off. These might
be article searches, searches for leading authorities on a point, or Pepper v Hart
requests. This is where curiosity and the art of the possible comes in.
Afternoons will often involve catching up with any team members not dealing with
queries about their longer-term projects. This might also include work on my own
projects. As a member of Matrix’s senior management team, I’m often involved in work
on new policies and processes, as well as discrete questions of law or research.
A re-established ‘legal tech’ group is a particular interest, and I’m looking forward to
involving it and embedding it in Matrix’s set up.

LSS ‘plus’
Over the last few years, LSS has been branching out – we’re no longer just an internalfacing team, we now have significant dealings directly with solicitors, barristers at other
Chambers and members of the public. I always feel quite a few barristers enjoy putting
‘our people’ in touch with ‘their people’.
Alongside this, we’ve been building significant involvement with Matrix’s marketing
team – we produce summaries of cases that Matrix members are involved for the
website, write for Matrix’s Brexit Hub and I am an editor of the well-regarded UK
Supreme Court blog along with another LSS member. We also support and encourage
Matrix members to spot and take media opportunities: to comment on cases in the
press, or on social media, to help raise their profiles. So depending on other work, a
greater or lesser part of the day will be spent on writing, commissioning and sharing
ideas.
LSS is also the first port of call for members of the public with public access queries.
A typical day includes a handful of these, which peak around Christmas and public
holidays. They presents a different challenge as we bring people’s queries within
Matrix’s processes, and help to signpost those who might need to seek help
elsewhere.
Rather like in the mornings, there are two points in the year when sunset coincides
with my train pulling away through Vauxhall. I’ll hope to be home before 6, when a
message from the LSS WhatsApp group will let me know if there’s any handover for the
next morning, as the other shifts end.
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Editors

New Members
CAROLINE MOSLEY
No 5 Chambers
Fountain Court
Steelhouse Lane
Birmingham
B4 6DR
T: 0121 606 0500
Email: CarolineM@no5.com

DENISE WATKINS
Fieldfisher llp
Aspen House
Central Boulevard,
Blythe Valley Park,
Solihull,
B90 8AJ
Tel: 0121 210 6000
Mobile 07973 307671
Email: denise.watkins@fieldfisher.com
FIONA LACEY
Central Bank of Ireland
New Wapping Street
North Wall Quay
Dublin 1
T: +353 (0) 1 244 6303
Email: Fiona.lacey@centralbank.ie

TERENCE DOOLEY
The University of Law
2 New York Street
Manchester
M1 4HJ
T: +44 (0)1483 216229
M: +44 (0)7931 827875
Email: Terry.Dooley@law.ac.uk

ROSEMARY HUBBARD
Knight Frank LLP
55 Baker Street
London
W1U 2AN
T: +44 20 7861 1512
Email: rosemary.hubbard@knightfrank.com
KnightFrank.com

www.infotrack.co.uk

Barry.vickery@infotrack.co.uk
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The following new members were approved at the April
Council meeting:
Marta Mazur Rusak
A&L Goodbody, Dublin
Anne O’Neill
A&L Goodbody, Dublin

